


This is a program dedicated to those who are already riding well and want to start 
to explore another dimension of the sport, going with the wind, flowing along the 
coast, to wherever the wind takes you. 

Going with the wind requires a good amount of technique and there’s quite a few 
steps to master it. 

During this week we will take you from zero experience to be able to flow on a good 
pace and open the horizon of traveling by kite. 

All sessions will be done with the company of one of our super experienced 
coaches, that will have immense pleasure in sharing his knowledge to get you 
advancing trough the steps and challenges of our program. 

DAY 1:  Barrinha > Rancho do Peixe > Barraca do Zé Maria 

11:00 AM Meeting and theorical briefing at WSC-Rancho do Peixe, with instructions 
of the techniques we will be using troughout the day. 

12:00 We leave from Rancho by car towards Barrinha. We gear up and start our 
first downwind session, it’s a very easy stretch of around 6km with no waves and no 
obstacles, we should take from 1:00 to 1:30 hours of riding until Rancho do Peixe. 

Lunch break at Rancho so we can enjoy one of delicious options on the Bar da Praia 
menu. 

15:30 Time to have a nice little coffee with the infamous “brigadeiro” and get ready 
for part 2 of the action. Don’t mind gearing up as our staff at WSC-RP will have all 
your gear set for you. 

We leave then for a nice little downwind from Rancho do Peixe to Barraca do Zé 
Maria (8km). 

DOWNWIND BEGGINER EXPER IENCE



Close to sunset we will arrive at “Barraca do Zé Maria” where a refreshing happy 
hour welcome will be set for us to celebrate this amazing first day filled with action 
and progression!

DAY 2:  Rancho do Peixe > Vila Kalango 

11:00 AM Meeting so we can watch talk about the day before and refresh our heads 
with the techniques we will be putting into action today. 

12:00 With all of the support from the WSC-RP crew we get ready for a great mini 
adventure, riding from Rancho do Peixe in Preá all the way to Vila Kalango at 
Jericoacoara a downwind of about 12km.

Mid way on our journey we have a break at Barraca do Zé Maria for refreshments 
and to talk about the techniques we are using and get ready to cross over the 
famous Serrote and Pedra Furada, two postcards from Jericoacoara region. 

We finish this stretch right after another postcard, the “Sunset Dune” and take 
a short walk to the beautiful Vila Kalango, an Oasis of nature and exceptionally 
beautiful architecture. 

We will have lunch at the delicious Vila K restaurant and then jump into the transfer 
back to Rancho do Peixe, contemplating the unique Jericoacoara landscape on the 
way back. 

DAY 3: Rancho do Peixe > Guriú 

On our final day we will put the skills acquired to the test and and go for a 24Km 
downwind from Rancho do Peixe to Guriú.

For the first stretch of this adventure we will ride from Rancho do Peixe until Duna 
do Por do Sol, the same stretch as on the day before. Now with more experience 
we shall do it on a even faster pace. We stop at the Dune for some snacks and 
refreshments. With our energy level replenished we jump on the water again for the 
final stretch of around 10km until Guriú river mouth. 

A delicious lunch will wait for us at Casa Uca, a very nice pousada by the river. 

After enjoying the unique food, with that “mission completed feeling” we jump on 
the car to make our way back to the starting point at Rancho do Peixe. 

Price: to be defined



FOIL ADVENTURES

The “Foil Adventures” is a program developed for those who love the ability the foil 
gives you to go and come back without having to use a car. 

Accompanied by one of our local guides on the water, and also a car on land, you 
can throw yourself into the water with the peace of mind to let go of all your worries 
and just contemplate the experience that your immersed in. 

DAY 1: Rancho do Peixe > Eólicas > Komakí > Rancho do Peixe

Leaving from WSC-Brasil at Rancho do Peixe at around 11:00 we have the comfort 
of not needing even to worry on setting up our gear, as our staff will take care of it 
for you. We set sail onto an 17km upwind on a beautiful stretch of coast all the way 
up to the Eolics. A quick stop to rest our legs and get some refreshments before 
we take off once again to make our way back to Barrinha (10km). We stop at the 
Komakí restaurant for a delicious local cuisine lunch and a bit of rest

When we ready, we set sail again for another 7km of downwind to make our way 
back to Rancho do Peixe, just in time for a sunset happy hour gathering. 

DAY 2: Rancho do Peixe > Vila Kalango > Rancho do Peixe 

On our second day of adventure, we will push a bit further…setting sail once again 
at around 11:30 at WSC-Brasil at Rancho do Peixe we head onto a downwinder of 
around 16km all the way to the Jericoacoara village, passing on the way trough a 
couple of postcards of the region, such as Pedra Furada and the Serrote. 

We arrive at the “Sunset Dune” where we leave our gear to be packed onto the 
car and go for a short walk to the beautiful Vila Kalango, an Oasis of nature and 
exceptionally beautifull architecture right at the beach in Jericoacoara. 

We will have lunch or snacks at the delicious Vila K restaurant and spend some 
relaxing moments by the beautiful pool. When we ready, we will set onto a great 



upwind challenge all the way back to Rancho do Peixe…with the side onshore winds 
not many tacks are needed to go all the way up on around 2 hours of riding. Upon 
arrival a happy hour cocktail will be waiting for us to celebrate another great day in 
paradise. 

DAY 3: Rancho do Peixe > Guriú > Vila Kalango

On our final day of foil adventures we will extend our downwind riding a bit further, 
starting off once again at Rancho do Peixe and going all the way to Guriú river in 
only one shot. (24km) The way there is beautiful and filled natural wonders.   

By the Guriú river mouth we will have some snacks and refreshments before setting 
sail for an upwind tack back to Jericoacoara, more precisely Vila Kalango, where we 
will have a welcome cocktail waiting for us! Then we can have a shower and either 
explore the beautiful Jericoacoara Village, or jump straight onto the transfer back to 
Rancho do Peixe. 

Price: to be defined



WING FOIL DOWNWIND COACHING DAYS

This is a great program for those who are already wing foiling and want to explore 
the amazing world of going down with the wind and enjoying the swells to go along 
the coast. 

The most fun way that you can use your wing foil.

DAY 1: Rancho do Peixe > Barraca do Zé Maria

We begin our experience at the WSC-Brasil at Rancho do Peixe, without the need to 
put together your screws on your foils as our qualified staff will take care of it all for 
you. 

We meet at 11:30 with one of our Wing coaches to talk about techniques and also 
so that he can understand the level of the participants so he knows what each one 
is looking for.   

Short after that we jump into the water and gor for our first downwind session,  
from Rancho do Peixe to Barraca do Zé Maria (9km), accompanied by the coach and 
also a support car. This is a fun short stretch so we can experience going downwind 
and put the new techniques into practice. 

We will be back to Rancho do Peixe after that to enjoy lunch at the Bar da Praia and 
after that maybe put in another session just in front of the hotel.

DAY 2: Rancho do Peixe > Vila Kalango

On our second day of adventure, we will push a bit further…setting wings 
once again at around 11:30 at WSC-Brasil at Rancho do Peixe we head onto a 
downwinder of around 16km all the way to the Jericoacoara village, passing on 
the way trough a couple of postcards of the region, such as Pedra Furada and the 
Serrote. 

This stretch of coast is amazingly fun to explore going downwind and using the



little swells on the way, just letting the wing hang in there and use the power of the 
waves. 

We arrive at the “Sunset Dune” where we leave our gear to be packed onto the 
car and go for a short walk to the beautiful Vila Kalango, an Oasis of nature and 
exceptionally beautiful architecture right at the beach in Jericoacoara. 

We will have lunch or snacks at the delicious Vila K restaurant and spend some 
relaxing moments by the beautiful pool, before jumping on the transfer back to 
Rancho do Peixe.  

DAY 3: Rancho do Peixe > Guriú 

On our final day of foil adventures we will extend our downwind riding even a bit 
further, starting off once again at Rancho do Peixe at around 11:00 and going all the 
way to Guriú river (24km). 

All the way there is beautiful and filled natural wonders. The conditions incredibly 
fun with little swells to be used for foil surfing and plenty of wind to go downwind as 
fast as we can using our wings.

By the end of those 3 days you should have mastered not only the downwind 
techniques but also your ability to go along with the swells and use the waves power 
to go along the coast.  

Price: to be defined



OTHER EXPER IENCES & DOWNWINDS

* For other routes, p lease contact our team.

Apoio: Operadores: Parceiros:

Barrinha > Rancho do Peixe
................................................... R$ 150

Barrinha > Rancho Zé Maria W/ Land Rover
................................................... R$ 200

Full Moon ..................................... R$ 100
Rancho do Peixe > Vila Kalango
................................................... R$ 150

Rancho do Peixe > Casa Uca
................................................... R$ 300

Rancho do Peixe > Guriú
................................................... R$ 200

Rancho do Peixe > Tatajuba
................................................... R$ 350

Land Rover supervision personnel .... R$ 120



We are waiting for you to enjoy the good 
winds of the Terra do Vento...

CONTACT

WSC – Brasil at Rancho do Peixe: 
wsc@ranchodopeixe.com.br

+55 88 9853-0232

WSC – Brasil at Vila Kalango:
wsc@vilakalango.com.br

55 88 9662-9291

Operators: Partners:Support:


